
 
 
 

ANDI VAX (Andrey Vakhnenko) – a famous sound producer, remixer and composer 

Founder of ANDI VAX and SynSUN projects 

Author of popular video tutorials "Mixing Secrets", "Answers" and numerous reviews 

Creator of factory preset bank for Access Virus TI 2 synthesizer 

Beta Tester: Access Music / Kemper Digital (Virus TI), Presonus (Studio One), Steinberg 

(Cubase) 

Producer of official remixes for Joachim Garraud, Astral Projection, Yahel, Skazi, etc 

Remixes of ANDI VAX were repeatedly supported by DJ Tiesto, Paul Van Dyke and 

Thomas Penton 

Founder of online service of mixing and mastering www.ANDIVAXMASTERING.com 

 

Awards and achievements 

2005 - Best guitarist by version EMT (Russia) for the track "Magic Fly" 

2008 - "Breakthrough of the Year" (KISS FM) 

2009 - "Hit Maker of the Year" (KISS FM) 

2011 - "Best Producer of Ukraine" (Showbiza.net) 

2011 - “Best Mastering Engineer” (Promodj.com) 

2013 – Organizer of the 1st CIS large scale contest for sound producers “Wanted Mixing 

Geniuses” 

 

SYNSUN 

Outside the CIS Andrei Vakhnenko became famous due to iconic project SynSUN which 

in 2001 entered top 10 European trance projects (by contest results of the label Inpsyde 

Media, Italy). For the last 10 years SynSUN grew into an international giant trance 

music. In its albums you can find official remixes from / to Skazi, Yahel, Bliss, 

Talamasca, Eskimo, System Nipel, The Misted Muppet, Wizzy Noise, Michele Adamson, 

VIbe Tribe. http://synsun.info/ 

 

www.ANDIVAXMASTERING.com 

Having discovered his "formula of sound" and revealed the mixing secrets in 2009 ANDI 

VAX founded his own studio and launched an online service for mixing and mastering 

www.ANDIVAXMASTERING.com. Over the past 4 years more than 300 tracks were 

produced, many of which became hits on popular radio stations. Number of artists 

collaborating with www.ANDIVAXMASTERING.com is constantly growing - Ron May, DJ 

Boyko, Palyur, Jan Sax, DVJ Electra and many other names who blew Beatport TOP 

charts. High standards of sound producing and modern trends were also successfully 

applied in Ukrainian pop compositions of Anna Sedokova, Tamerlan and Alena 

Omargalieva, Dima Kadnay, Zebra and many other popular artists. 

 


